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Profile of the Resilient Communities Partnership
April agenda
Workshop Questions
April Minutes to be added once published

Laura’s notes from the meeting:



















Actions continued from previous meetings will become future agenda items meetings for the next 4x quarters to include:
o Wiltshire Compact
o What Matter’s To You survey
o Transition Towns
o ABCD (Asset-Based Community Development)
All RCP members had submitted feedback to Wiltshire Council regarding their
review of the thematic partnerships. No further news “structural changes have
delayed review process”
Update from Develop on Equalities – ECBL branded section of Develop
disbanded, as was GROW, now just one organisation: Develop but they continue
to start up themed equalities cluster groups and hold wider equalities networks.
Feedback from Trowbridge events that engagement with diversity is low so
WfCAP to speak to TCAF about how we can address this.
New lead on equalities at Wiltshire Council: Jane Graham
New Chair Verena Buchanan suggested workshop to begin reviewing the RCP
3 potential roles:
o Learning/sharing
o Auctioning
o Clout – needs a channel of communication upwards – groups RCP
members work with need to know what they can expect from the RCP
Needs to re-engage links up into council, especially to Wiltshire Assembly
The partnership should focus on major issues of resilience such as the equlities
protected strands and the issues from the Wiltshire Voices films
A need for an action plan which adds value to the member’s work, not just an
collation of work already happening.
It was mentioned that perhaps one issue should be picked for the RCP top pilot
Presentation by Peter Tyas on Arts & Culture
Will be included in JSA & Health JSA but there is a need to understand and prove
impact, such as measuring positive wellbeing
Art & Age project in Salisbury looked at ensuring high quality, sustainable daytime
provision of culture where the older person is an equal, so not a training workshop
but an opportunity to fulfil their creative potential.
A ‘bridge’ is required between the cultural sector, care sector and voluntary
sector and the RCP could broker this & raise awareness
An arts conference is being planned for Wiltshire later in the year focusing on
these issues.
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